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1 Introduction
This deliverable collects the mobile broadcast use cases defined within 5GXcast project, GSM Association, Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance
and 3GPP. The use cases include both media and non-media use cases. This
deliverable presents only the high-level descriptions of the use cases from the
referenced documents, which may include further information such as use case
requirements and technical details. The report concludes by comparing the similarities between the collected use cases and the broadcast use cases defined in
WIVE project.

2 5G-Xcast project use cases
5G-XCast project develops broadcast and multicast point to multipoint (PTM)
capabilities for 5G considering media, entertainment, automotive, IoT and PWS
use cases, and evaluates 5G spectrum allocation options for 5G Broadcast network deployments. 5G-XCast Deliverable 2.1. Definition of Use Case, Requirements and KPIs [1] describes use cases covering media & entertainment, public
warning, Internet of Things and automotive verticals. The six presented use case
descriptions are high-level and broad in nature; more detailed technical requirements and key performance indicators (KPIs) will be developed within other
work packages of the project. The use cases which will be demonstrated within
the project come from media & entertainment and public warning verticals.
The use cases focus on applications that have the most to gain from the
concepts being developed within the 5G-Xcast project, specifically:
– enhanced point-to-multipoint (PTM) capabilities
– a dynamically adaptable network architecture with layer independent network
interfaces
– dynamic and seamless switching between unicast, multicast and broadcast
modes or their simultaneous use
– the potential to exploit built-in caching capabilities
– the convergence of mobile, fixed and terrestrial broadcast networks.
The following subsections briefly describe and illustrate the 5G-Xcast use
cases.
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2.1 Media & Entertainment use case 1: Hybrid broadcast service

Fig. 1. Media & Entertainment use case 1: Hybrid broadcast service

Users have access to any combination of linear and non-linear audio-visual
content in addition to social media. The content is diverse and includes multiple
media types such as video, audio, text, and data, possibly coming from various
sources, including different content providers as well as the members of the public
(user-generated content).
Audio-visual services can be personalised and combined with different other
functionalities, such as social media, location-based features, interactivity, interpersonal communications, and more. Access to content and services is enabled
on different user devices and in different environments, across large geographical
areas (possibly the whole country).
Content and services may be delivered over a combination of several networks
and types of network simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 1. Continuity of the
users experience should be preserved when switching between different access
networks, possibly operated by different operators.
The population of concurrent users may be very large (i.e. millions of viewers
of a popular live event) and may substantially change over short periods of time.
This use case covers a number of different scenarios, such as:
– distribution of audio-visual media content over large areas, possibly countrywide
– venue coverage, e.g. at live sport events, concerts, public gathering
– digital signage, possibly with interactive capabilities
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2.2 Media & Entertainment use case 2: Virtual / augmented reality
broadcast
Virtual Reality (VR) is a technology that creates a perception of a users physical
presence in a rendered environment, real or imagined, leading to an immersive
experience and may allow for user interaction. Virtual realities artificially create
sensory experience, which in principle can include sight, touch, hearing, and
smell. Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology that composites multimedia or
other types of content on top of a users view of the real world.
Mixed Reality (MR) is the combination of several realities in one experienced
reality. VR/AR/MR applications are usually experienced through head-mounted
displays. The quality of user experience is influenced by a number of parameters
such as field of view, visual acuity, stereoscopic or flat image, image quality
(e.g. resolution, contrast, colour range), frame rate, degrees of freedom or head
tracking latency. With respect to connectivity requirements, the most demanding
ones are high sustained throughput, low latency, and high reliability.
In this use case a multitude of users should be able to receive high-quality
VR /AR content over the air, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Media & Entertainment use case 2: Virtual / augmented reality broadcast
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2.3 Media & Entertainment use case 3: Remote live production
In order to support the workflows in a typical production environment, it is
often required that different people have access to the same video feed at the
same time (e.g. directors, editors, commentators, those that create metadata).
A typical production environment at a live sports event is illustrated in Figure
3. Given the potentially very high bit-rates in use, it is not practicable to carry
multiple unicast copies of content. Instead, a feed from the production equipment
such as cameras and microphones is carried over a unicast uplink connection
(e.g. multilink) to the infrastructure access point and distributed via multicast
to enable concurrent viewing by multiple users.
These different users are normally not at the same place, hence there is a
need to have access to the feed from multiple different locations whether on-site
of remotely.
Multiple cameras (up to 20 for large events) and microphones (up to 100 or
more for complex stage performances) are commonly used.
It is common to use one or more telecom providers and/or modems/links
from the same provider combined together, i.e. bonded, as needed to transmit
the video to the production studio. The most important capability is to receive
the video feed continuously, without breaks, freezes, artefacts or other issues.

Fig. 3. Media & Entertainment use case 3: Remote live production
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Fig. 4. Public warning use case: Multimedia public warning alert

2.4 Public warning use case: Multimedia public warning alert
In the Multimedia public warning alert scenario, illustrated in Figure 4, users
are notified with alerts carrying multimedia and manifold information. This improves the effectiveness and reactivity of the users responses.
Alerts include:
– a description of the type of alert; and
– multimedia data giving instructions, advices and additional information to
users (e.g. instructing them on how to better react to the alert).
The digital structure of a message encompasses several types of alerts. For
example, in Amber alerts users are informed about a missing child in the area of
the childs last known whereabouts. Apart from textual information, a picture of
the child is also included in the message along with telephone numbers and URLs
that reach the relevant authorities. Also, a map of the area could be distributed
which could include information of the latest known whereabouts (e.g. route,
play areas).
Information can be encoded in several formats (e.g. textual, audio-visual).
Multimedia data carries the kind of information which is difficult to squeeze in
the limited amount of text an alert typically has, such as:
– pictures;
– audio and videos (e.g. audio for visually impaired and video with sign language
for hearing impaired, speech in several languages);
– telephone numbers, URLs;
– recommended actions; and
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– geographical information (e.g. the map of the area of the alert, recommended
crowd-steering routes and latest known whereabouts for Amber alerts, like
play areas).
Every message includes at least a minimal set of multimedia components used
to convey the message to both able-bodied and disabled people, in particular:
– textual information for able-bodied individuals;
– audio content for visually impaired persons; and
– video with a sign-language interpreter for deaf people.
Depending on the type of alert, this use case can be time critical; ability to
quickly receive input from the community contributes to a timely and hopefully
positive outcome.
The alert is sent to a targeted location. Within that targeted location, all
users need to be notified promptly.
2.5 Automotive use case: V2X broadcast service

Fig. 5. Automotive use case: V2X broadcast service

Various V2X (Vehicle to anything) applications like road safety, signage,
mapping and autonomous driving would require information delivered from the
Intelligent Transport System (ITS) infrastructure (such as ITS roadside units
and sensors) to the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 5. The delivery of information that would benefit multiple recipients concurrently could utilize a point-tomultipoint service.
Various types of Alerting: One important aspect is that alerts need to
be delivered well in advance to the vehicles to allow for proper manoeuvring or
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even allow alternative routes to be selected. One example of an alert is a brokendown vehicle, blocking a lane on a road. Approaching vehicles need to change
lane in order to avoid a collision. The broken-down vehicle transmits its status
to a Road Side Unit (RSU) and the RSU broadcasts this information in an area
up to a few kilometres to warn approaching vehicles.
Signage information: Signage could be provided from the RSU to the vehicle. This could be both static signage like dangerous curve ahead as well as
dynamic information such as the current speed limit in operation. The information could be highlighted to the driver but also be used in autonomous driving.
Mapping data: Autonomous vehicles will require high definition mapping.
These maps will typically comprise a large data volume and could be delivered
more efficiently to multiple vehicles simultaneously using point-to-multipoint.
Vehicle and other object positions: To enable Autonomous Driving,
vehicles would need to be aware of each others positioning and headings. Besides
using on-board sensors and direct vehicle to vehicle communication to achieve
this, the Autonomous Driving application could benefit from having a larger
horizon as well as inclusion of other objects like pedestrians and bikes. This would
require updated and very accurate positioning capability by all participants. This
aspect is not addressed as part of 5G-Xcast.
2.6 IoT use case: Massive software and firmware updates
IoT devices such as smart water-metering are installed deep indoors and wake
up once or twice a day to send the consumption reports to the water-metering
network that is regularly extended. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 6. Based
on the growing amount of data, the system configuration is adjusted, requiring
the delivery of small configuration updates to all metering devices. Moreover, the
water-metering manufacturer regularly provides non-critical software updates.

Fig. 6. IoT use case: Massive software and firmware updates
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3 GSMA broadcast use cases
The GSMA Network 2020: The 4G Broadcasting Opportunity [2] report lists services which by using broadcasting capabilities enable operators to provide business models that would have been inefficient if provided by traditional networks.
Figure 7 categorises services utilising broadcasting capabilities across three different dimensions: how frequently the content is provided (horizontal axis), how
wide the broadcast area is (vertical axis) and how many users are likely to require the content simultaneously (colour coded). Seven key use cases to illustrate
the business potential of LTE broadcasting from the report are described in this
section.

Fig. 7. Examples of services using broadcast [2].

Localised live broadcast Localised live broadcast refers to broadcasting live events (e.g., sport events
and concerts) at the live event venue to provide better sight and additional
information that audiences can enjoy. An example would be broadcasting
an up-close shot of athletes for audiences in a sports stadium, instant replay
from one of the cameras, related statistics of the athletes, audio broadcast
from the commentators and other relevant information. Broadcasting can
also be used to inform users of venue layout, security announcements and so
on.
Given the very high density of users, unicast transmission would present a
difficult challenge particularly if the video is in high definition or even UHD.
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Also using IEEE 802.11ac standards could result problematic especially for
guaranteeing a sufficient quality of service.
A technology that may be used to complement broadcasting to provide an
optimal user experience in these circumstances is Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC). As the broadcasted content needs to be streamed and formatted
with the appropriate codec, in order to provide a quasi-real time video it is
beneficial that the processing takes place in situ: a MEC server connected to
all the eNodeBs of the stadium/event area can fulfil this requirement. Furthermore, utilising MEC it is possible to fine tune the usage of the eNodeB
resources and adapt the content quality based on the local radio conditions.
This also ensures that sufficient capacity for unicast traffic such as voice calls
and messaging is available.
Depending on the capability of the device, it may also be possible to provide
the user with a multiscreen experience.
Live TV Streaming Live TV streaming refers to the use of broadcast technology for streaming
of live TV (e.g., news programs).
In terms of the business model, live TV streaming can be offered as a subscription service or pay per view, which is by charging for individual events.
Other business models, for example a revenue sharing agreement between
the mobile operator and broadcaster, can also be envisaged.
Access to live TV could also be offered as a differentiating factor.
Audio Streaming Audio streaming could be best described with traditional FM/AM radio
channels. LTE Broadcast offers an opportunity for replacing these radio
channels while providing higher quality audio with new types of multimedia
content.
LTE Broadcast also enables operators to broadcast these high quality multimedia contents even in crowded areas, which would have been technically
challenging with existing unicast technology. Furthermore, LTE Broadcast
provides capabilities to setup both national and local stations as it leverages
LTE networks which are typically deployed nationwide. Instead of replacing
existing FM/AM radio channels, operators can also choose to operate their
own audio streaming channel.
Operators will be able to monetise audio streaming by pursuing three business models: i) Monthly subscription fee per channel(s) paid by listeners, ii)
Transmission fee from radio channel providers and iii) Fee for broadcasting
advertisement.
Software update Scheduled software updates refers to updates of software/firmware that are
scheduled rather than downloaded at the time of request. This allows operators, for example, to perform non-time critical broadcasting (e.g. distribution
of a software update) during off-peak times when more resources can be allocated to eMBMS without negatively affecting unicast traffic.
One crucial point on LTE-B software update is that it has to align with the
typical software update workflow. In the Android or iOS application update
scenarios, the LTE-B software update has to work with Google Playstore
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and Apple Appstore workflow, having the apps authenticated and the app
update initiated by the end-user.
Content pre-positioning Content pre-positioning refers to the use of broadcast technology to download popular media contents on device before it is consumed. This need is
closely associated with the trend of binge viewing (e.g., downloading contents
on devices for future viewing in places such as public transport).
This capability proactively and intelligently pushes to mobile devices (i.e.
pre-positions) popular videos using LTE-broadcast, instead of the current
unicast pull approach. With pre-positioning, video content of interest to the
user is delivered to a device using LTE-Broadcast and stored on the device
that can make the content available to the user when required. Prepositioning provides high-impact viewing experience for consumers, while ensuring
optimised delivery in a costeffective manner. Rationale for content providers
are:
– More reliable delivery than customer prompted at lower cost
– Resonate with consumers content promotion and increased user engagement
– Seamless personalised experience hyper-targeted guaranteed quality viewing
– Unconstrained rich media quality network offline usage with lower cost
– The data downloaded in broadcast mode does not reduce the subscribers
data allowance.
Automotive industry There are a number of connected car use cases where LTE-B can play a
role. Other than software/app update in the vehicle, broadcasting can be
used for network-aware deterministic live streaming, as well as opportunistic
push of files such as video, navigation, advertisements etc. In the first use case
based on network condition and mobility, a higher quality network stream
tailored to the cells along cars path is delivered. In the second use case,
network micro-troughs are predicted to push entertainment content, points
of interest, maps, advertisements and promotions.
Another use case of interest could be linear streaming to an LTE-B enabled
Wi-Fi hotspot in the vehicle and extend the streaming to connected nonLTE-B devices. It needs to ensure seamless LTE-B/Wi-Fi hand-off and viewing experience, as consumption occurs from mobile, tablet and car screen.
Broadcasting for automotive industry refers to the use of broadcast technology to deliver vehicular information (e.g. driving assistance and autonomous driving relevant information) to vehicles in Intelligent Transportation System. This includes V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle), V2I/N (vehicleto-infrastructure/network) and V2P (vehicle-to-pedestrian). Depending on
the scenarios (e.g. urban, freeway), the infrastructure/ network may be serving vehicular information to several hundreds of vehicles at a time.
Location specific broadcast Localised broadcasting is where information from local shops/venue is broadcast to devices in proximity. Local shops could broadcast shopping information and offers (i.e. coupons) to the people nearby which could provide an
extra push for those people to walk into the shop. Tourist attractions could
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also leverage LTE broadcasting by sending a short audio/multimedia tour
or a short text describing its value.
The operators could monetise this use case by:
– Revenue share with a coupon company or local shops/tourist attractions
– Offer of multimedia tours of attractions to visitors
– Distribution fee from local shops/tourist attractions.
Non-critical notifications Non-critical notifications are types of information that more conveniently
provide services that are also accessible via different means, but that are
pushed to the device rather than having to be pulled.
Examples include news alerts, gate/platform announcements for public
transport (e.g., rail and intercity bus), changes in various financial indices
(e.g. exchange rate, stock market and interest rates) and weather alerts. The
operators could monetise this use case by:
– Subscription fee from the end-user to the notification services
– Transmission fee from the service providers.

4 NGMN Alliance
NGMN Alliance has developed 25 use cases for 5G in their 5G White Paper [3].
Four of these use cases belong to the broadcast-like services family.
The white paper states that while personalization of communication will lead
to a reducing demand for legacy broadcast as deployed today, e.g. linear TV, the
fully mobile and connected society will nonetheless need efficient distribution of
information from one source to many destinations. These services may distribute
content as done today (typically only downlink), but also provide a feedback
channel (uplink) for interactive services or acknowledgement information. Both,
real-time or non-real time services should be possible.
Furthermore, such services are well suited to accommodate vertical industries
needs. These services are characterized by having a wide distribution which can
be either geo-location focused or address-space focused (many end-users).
1. News and information: Beyond 2020, receiving text/pictures, audio and
video, everywhere and as soon as things happen (e.g., action or score in a
football match) will be common. Customers in specific areas should simultaneously receive appropriate news and information regardless of the device
they are using and their network connection.
2. Local Broadcast-like Services: Local services will be active at a cell (compound) level with a reach of for example 1 to 20 km. Typical scenarios include stadium services, advertisements, voucher delivery, festivals, fairs, and
congress/convention. Local emergency services can exploit such capabilities
to search for missing people or in the prevention or response to crime (e.g.
theft).
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3. Regional Broadcast-like Services: Broadcast-like services with a regional
reach will be required, for example within 1 to 100 km. A typical scenario includes communication of traffic jam information. Regional emergency warnings can include disaster warnings. Unlike the legacy broadcast service, the
feedback channel can be used to track delivery of the warning message to all
or selected parties.
4. National Broadcast-like Services: National or even continental/worldreach services are interesting as a substitute or complementary to broadcast
services for radio or television. Also vertical industries will benefit from national broadcast like services to upgrade/distribution of firmware. The automotive industry may leverage the acknowledgement broadcast capability
to mitigate the need for recall campaigns. This requires software patches
to be delivered in large scale, and successful updates to be confirmed and
documented via the feedback channel.

5 3GPP enhancement for TV services and MBMS user
services
The following use cases are presented in the 3GPP EnTV (enhancement for
TV services) Technical Report 22.816 [4], which describes use cases, proposes
assumptions and potential requirements and analyzes the gap in order to enhance
3GPP system for TV service support.
1. UHD content delivery: 3GPP network delivers the content of live Ultra
High Definition (UHD) program using broadcast (BC) mode.
2. Concurrent UHD content delivery: Concurrent live UHD 4K TV programs using broadcast delivery method as much as possible by 3GPP network.
3. Broadcast capacity on-demand update per traffic demand: Both
unicast traffic and broadcast traffic share the same carrier. Breaking news
is accessed by many users via unicast causing congestion. The MNO decides
to put news into broadcast or to dedicate a new carrier for LTE based TV
traffic.
4. Capacity on-demand for BC mode delivery of TV content: MNO
provides dedicated broadcast network capacity for OTT provider. Dedicated
broadcast capacity is assigned to MNOs own managed TV service. OTT
requests more broadcast capacity. MNO decides to convert part of unicast
into OTT broadcast capacity
5. eMBMS sharing: MNOs A & B have deployed eMBMS enabled LTE networks. They want to establish offer a cross MNO partnership to create a
wide TV distribution network capable of reaching all TV-capable devices.
6. Flexible capacity allocation: Based on certain criteria(s) (like amount
of resources or capacity), the 3GPP network distributes the TV program
per unicast when criteria(s) are met while distributing the TV program on
broadcast while not met.
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7. Standalone eMBMS network: A MNO operates a linear TV service over
an LTE network using either shared or dedicated network infrastructure and
spectrum resources in eMBMS mode. The LTE network is operated as a
standalone eMBMS network. The free-to-air programmes are receivable by
all receivers irrespective of whether the users are subscribers of the MNO.
8. Access to and charging of TV programs and anonymity of reception: The MNO can make LTE based TV programs available under the
following accessibility and charging regime: free-to-air (FTA), free-to-view
(FTV), pay-per-program (PPP), and pay-per-view (PPV).
9. eMBMS enhancements to support wide area TV subscribers: MNO
has partnered with a broadcaster to offer second-screen services to accompany the broadcasters existing DTT offering.
10. Coverage for TV services: An MNO provides a TV service over an LTE
network. The quality of experience of the TV service offered on an LTE
network has to be ensured throughout the entire coverage area.
11. Coverage on-demand for BC mode delivery of TV content: MNO
supports both own managed TV service and OTT providers TV service
over the same 3GPP network, the MNO can configure the coverage the
broadcast network in an on-demand manner based on the request from the
OTT provider or information available to the MNO.
12. Concurrent use of LTE based TV service and other 3GPP service
support of different resolution TV programs: A MNO operates a LTE
based TV service. Receivers of the LTE based TV service can be subscribers
of the MNO or roaming subscribers of other MNOs. While receiving LTE
based TV service these UEs shall be able to make use of other 3GPP provided
services they might be subscribed to, such as voice, SMS or data.
13. Service Layer function and Codec support: A TV Content Provider
partners with an MNO to distribute a subset of the channels offered on its
DTT service. Rather than re-encode all existing encoded content for mobile
distribution, the MNO enables a formats, codecs and service layer functions
to the broadcaster.
14. Openness for streaming content delivery: The network allows OTT
TV application to schedule their background traffic transfers via providing
one or more time windows of expected content delivery.
15. Efficient delivery of OTT content by MNO network: The MNO
network deliver the OTT content in an efficient manner per OTT content
provider request.
16. Decoupled eMBMS content, service, and transport: A content provider
partners with a MNO to distribute as subset of its video/TV services. The
MNO provides the facility for the content provider to feed streamed content
into the MNO core network.
17. Simultaneous use of any LTE services from one cell and TV service
from another cell: A MNO might find that eMBMS support in only a
subset of the cells within a geographical area get sufficient coverage for its
TV service. If the remaining cells operate on the same carrier frequency
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as the ones used for the TV service, they could be muted on the MBSFN
sub-frames of the TV service to save power.
A UE should therefore also be able to receive eMBMS from one site while
receiving other services from a site selected according to the normal cell reselection procedure. Support for multiple cells at the same time in UEs would
enable sufficient eMBMS coverage with power and/or equipment saving.
18. Simultaneous use of any LTE services from one network and TV
service from another network: A content provider has an agreement
with MNO A to broadcast a TV service to all users in a certain geographical
area. The users do not need to have a subscription with MNO in order to
be able to receive the service so MNOs have agreed that UEs subscribed to
one network shall be able to receive certain eMBMS services from another
network.
19. Fixed reception for TV program: A MNO wants to make available
broadcast TV services by means of stationary roof-top antennas in order to
exploit the higher received signal level achievable by such an antenna.
20. Hybrid TV delivery: The most popular TV content of a TV provider is
broadcasted over the DTT network for fixed installations. While the most
popular content reaching mobile phones will be delivered in a separate unicast/broadcast in the MNO network.
The 3GPP Technical Specification 22.246 on Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast
Service (MBMS) user services [5] also defines MBMS use case and service scenarios that use the capabilities of MBMS. The following example service scenarios
are given in Annex B of TS 22.246:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
B.6
B.7

Text notification service (text)
Local Area Information distribution (Case A) (text & video)
Local Area Information distribution (Case B) (video & audio)
Multicast distribution (text & still images)
Audio Distribution (stereo audio)
General Content Distribution (video, audio & file data)
Software Download (file)
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6 Conclusions
As described in WIVE deliverable 7.1 Requirements specification for trial systems, the following broadcast use cases defined in WIVE deliverable 1.1 Use
cases and requirements for 5G are planned for trialing within the project:
? MTC2 Predictive Maintenance: SW fixes/parameters from cloud to machines: Production line machineries, trucks, elevators/lifts expensive long
lifetime machines. Collecting maintenance sensor data to cloud server and
SW fixes/parameters from cloud to machines.
? M7 Nationwide broadcast delivery: Replace national dedicated TV distribution network and free frequency resources for other usage. Personalized content
and advertisement in accordance to user profile and location.
? M11 Authorities: Delivery of public safety and authority traffic to all receivers
(also without SIM card). Possibility for forced control.
? M15 Virtual reality/augmented reality in media distribution: Event based or
scheduled content broadcast including e.g. virtual reality, different views/angles,
and live 360-degree video streaming.
This deliverable has described broadcast-type 5G use cases and use scenarios
developed elsewhere. Some of them have similarities and/or are linked to the use
cases planned for trialing within WIVE:
– MTC2 is very similar to the 5G-Xcast IoT use case: Massive software and
firmware updates and is also covered in GSMA Software updates use case.
– The 3GPP enhancements for TV services in section 5 cover enhancements that
are strongly linked to M7. NGNM use case national Broadcast-like Services
is a substitute or complement to broadcast services for radio or television and
thus strongly linked to M7.
– M11 has similarities with the multimedia public warning alert use case in
5G-Xcast.
– M15 is similar to the virtual/augmented reality broadcast use case in 5GXcast.
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